
with harmonies of both instruments  and melodies of Nordic folklore, which also reminded the 

listener of Grieg or Sibelius. Öjebergets bassdrum pedal sometimes added a pulsing beat of a hefty 

groove to be then taken away again. The whole piece was then taken to new heights by a solo by 

Hellman.  In fact, some folk bands in this country count the hurdy gurdy amongst their instruments, 

but what Hellman deliverd, did not shy way from being compared to the skills of fusion musicians 

on the Fender Rhodes. All pieces were self-composed and were enhanced by captivating solistic 

improvisations of the artists. Hellman’s technical finesse was sometimes reminiscent of Jimi 

Hendrix, when he explored the space of sounds between synthesizer- or harmonium-pads and guitar

feedback. Both of them also had a lot to tell about their songs, which made pieces like „Last 

Summer“ or „After the Fire“ more easily accessible. Additionally, they presented their 

heartwarming music as „Sounds, that celebrate life“ and showed themselves thankful for their 

muscially expressed joy of life. Joy and sorrow, longing, melancholy: The audience was always 

emotinally close to „Symbio“ so that this Nordic cosmos of sounds became an especially long 

lasting experience – simply great.

Siegener Zeitung (Newspaper)

Swedish Duo Symbio left an impression at the World Music Concert
Original Folk Musik at the Krönchen Center

The event series „world music nights“ of the city Siegen is back from the summer break and started,

as usual, with professional and above all international music. The Swedish duo Symbio invited the 

listeners in the Krönchen center on Monday into a world of Nordic folk music. Johannes Geworkian

Hellman and Larsemil Öjeberget impressed the audience with unique and melodious souds from the

hurdy gurdy and the accordeon. The topcis of their self-composed pieces were friendship, love and 

longing and each piece told its own story – all the while without vocals. The musicians shared these

sometimes private stories with the audience, so that the music enabled he listeners to dive deep into 

a world of fantasy. Especially touching was the soulful and dramatic piece „Rising“, which was 

dedicated to people who are going through rough times. The suspenseful song with its climactic 

highlight was supposed to give energy and new courage to face life – that this was a success was 

shown by the loud applause and the request for an encore. Both Swedes followed the request with 

pleasure and played their first self composed song, which is called „Le Fil“ (note from Björn to 
Johannes: I know that this piece was written by Gilles Chabenat, but this is how they journalist 
wrote it). The duo received the award „Newcomer of the Year“ in 2016 from the Swedish Folk & 

World Music Awards.

Hellweger Anzeiger (Newspaper)

How unique sounds ca be created from silly failures and moments of happiness

The Swedish duo „Symbio“ convinced their audience in the Marina with otherworldy sounds. 
The combination of accordeon and medieval hurdy gurdy made vocals unnecessary.

Since around 20 years, the succesful music label „Klangkosmos“ is presenting outstanding musical 

ensembles from all five continents to make the worldwide variety of contemporary worlds of 

sounds tangible.

It seems like the folkloristic label has left the Earthly realm for the first time to advance into new 

universes with the duo „Symbio“ of the Swedish musicians Johannes Geworkian Hellman and 

Larsemil Öjeberget. On Monday, the duo made a much acclaimed showing in the Marina with their 

spherical sounds on their tour through North Rhine-Westphalia.
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Schwedisches Duo Symbio begeistert bei Weltmusik-Konzert: Originel... https://www.siegener-zeitung.de/siegen/c-kultur/originelle-folkmusik-...
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